Vienna Food Tour
Austria’s cultural and culinary centre, Vienna, is bursting with more than 20 daily outdoor markets.
The “City of Dreams” boasts a rich history that stretches back to Roman times and astounds with its
architectural beauty and diversity.
As diverse as its architectural styles are Vienna’s food cultures throughout the city. Classic Viennese
favorites including Schnitzel, Tafelspitz and Apfelstrudel are famous all over the world. Modern
Viennese cuisine offers these and so much more. Join us on a walking tour to discover for yourself
these varied—and tasty—traditions in the heart of Vienna as we share our favorite producers and
markets with you.

Why? Since the 13th century, markets have been an important part of Viennese life. Even today,
they are one of the best ways to get to know the city. Meeting people, taking in the culture, and
tasting a variety of delicious treats—who wouldn’t love to spend a few hours strolling through the
markets?

What? Our tasting tour offers an authentic experience of Austrian culture. By tasting different food
and hearing the stories behind it, you will get a glimpse of everyday life in Vienna from a fresh angle.
Join us, and experience a culinary and cultural journey that is informative, delicious, and fun!

Choose one of our tours
We offer two tasting tours which both focus on Viennese markets and their surrounding
neighborhoods.
TRADITIONAL TOUR: including the upscale Kutschker Market and its neighborhood.
Experience a small but unique market and discover traditional Austrian products and authentic
tastes. Get to know producers and vendors who love their produce. We are sure you will too!
MULTICULTURAL TOUR: bridging two different neighborhoods—the multicultural Hannover Market
and historic Alsergrund.
Hannover Market and the 20th district are known for their cultural and culinary diversity, which
include for example Turkish, Serbian, Polish, Bosnian, and Austrian influences. Join us as we bridge
two totally different districts and experience two sides of Vienna.

Tour details
During our three-hour outdoor tours we will sample food items along the way.
All tours are available for group bookings (minimum 10 participants).
Costs: 48 EUR per person (includes a souvenir shopping bag, water bottle, food samples)

Contact
Bianca Gusenbauer, Bianca is(s)t e.U., contact@biancaisst.com
Elisabeth Buchinger, Sensorikum OG, Elisabeth.Buchinger@sensorikum.at
Webpage: www.wienersinnestour.com

